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BIBLIOGRAPHIES

   Essays & sources. See Chap 22.


GENERAL SOURCES

   See Chap. 4.

Prisoners of War, Vietnam p.2


See Chap. 13.

Photographic roster of returnees, with list of missing, plus diagrams of prison sites.


Published guidebooks on file. See Unit III-6.


Prisoners of War, Vietnam


See also:
- Bibliography on Son Tay Raid in Raids/Rescues; PhotoArch.

PERSONAL NARRATIVES

Prisoners of War, Vietnam


Kushner, Hal. “‘Dying is very easy; living is the difficult thing.’” Officer Review (Jun 2012): pp. 6-13. Per.


Information on communication codes.


Purcell, Benjamin H. Papers. 1 Box. Arch.
Biographical material, AWC correspondence (1973-76) & clippings, including his POW status, 1968-73.


Communications method.


See Sec II, p. 76, for identity of 3 interviews.
Prisoners of War, Vietnam

DS556.W4.

OTHER SPECIAL ASPECTS

Per.
May 1970 disappearance of two US civilians at Pleiku City.

DS553.7.B54.
5 US airmen & soldiers captured Jun 1954 & held 80 days.

Per.


DS559.4.D73.D63.

POW spouse/activist/advocate.

Analysis of cultural image.


UH10.37.560thH6.
Return of 147 USAF Fighter pilots.

Prisoners of War, Vietnam


____.  22d POW/Civ Internee Info Ctr.  Annual historical summaries, 1969-71.  9 p.  AHS.


**Prisoners of War, Vietnam**


Ward, Mary Sharp.  Papers.  2 Boxes.  Arch.  Includes ephemeral materials on VN POWs/MIAs.


**ENEMY PRISONERS OF WAR**


Prisoners of War, Vietnam


NOTE: On disposition of enemy POW's personal effects, see:
USAMP School Text 19-157, pp. 18-19 (MPS-ST19-157-1964)

MIA ISSUE


